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He ira tangata.  
He ira rongomaiwhiti tāu.

Our differences make us unique,  
and we all have things in common.
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TE TIRITI O WAITANGI

The work of InCommon is guided by Te Tiriti o Waitangi1, the founding 
document of Aotearoa, New Zealand. We strive to develop and 
nurture honourable and respectful relationships with Māori as the 
Tangata Whenua2 of Aotearoa.

1 Te Tiriti o Waitangi, The Treaty of Waitangi.
2 Tangata Whenua is a Māori term used to describe the first peoples of Aotearoa, the indigenous people born 

of the whenua (land).
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1  Background information 
InCommon is a campaign developed in response to the Christchurch mosque 
attacks in the spirit of wairuatanga3. It builds on the premise that connection across 
diverse groups leads to more social inclusion and less racist behaviours. 

This project encourages people to think about and connect with those from 
different cultural, ethnic and faith backgrounds. It celebrates both diversity and 
inclusiveness; our differences make us unique, and we’ve all got things in common.

InCommon was launched in Christchurch by Ngāi Tūāhuriri and Mayor Lianne 
Dalziel in April 2021. It is a collaborative project of individuals, community groups, 
local and central government. 

2  The InCommon Quiz
The InCommon Quiz is designed to help us build connections with others based 
on our similarities and our interest in exploring our differences. The quiz may 
encourage you to embark on more cultural learning. Developing your ability 
to connect with others is a first step. Just like well-connected individuals, well 
connected workplaces and communities thrive – there is less discrimination, less 
crime and less racism. 

The quiz is made up of a series of questions that range from light heartedly 
highlighting our individuality (favourite pizza toppings, past activities), to those that 
gently provide deeper insight into the aspects that make up our cultural and faith 
identities. This combination of questions makes for a fun engaging InCommon 
session.

An online version of the quiz is available for individuals to take on our website. 
Taking just four minutes to complete, respondents answer questions like 'Do you 
like to dance?' and 'Do you have friends who were born in a different country to 
you?' They can then compare their results with others, and they may be surprised 
by what they find. 

VISION 

Find commonalities, explore differences. 

VALUES 

Making connections 
Fostering manaakitanga

Inspiring curiosity 
Grounded in wairuatanga

Nurturing whanaungatanga

3 Wairuatanga relates to spirituality and the right to freedom of religion and belief. The other kupu Māori 
words used in our values translate as follows: manaakitanga refers to the process of showing care and 
respect for others and whanaungatanga is the building of relationships that provide people a sense of 
belonging.
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3  Purpose of this toolkit
This toolkit provides information to support cross-cultural learning and resources to 
enable the facilitation of an InCommon Quiz session. 

The quiz at the heart of the InCommon campaign highlights how similar we are to 
others who, at first, may appear to be very different. Exploring the questions in the 
quiz acts as a reminder that our differences are often only skin deep. 

We hope that your InCommon session inspires participants to reflect on their 
attitudes and actions and take small steps towards engaging with people who are 
different from them.

4  What you will find in this toolkit and the toolkit resource file
This toolkit contains:
• A Facilitator Roadmap with guidance notes and questions to support decision 

making around your InCommon session.
• Appendices that include: 

° Information about InCommon branded materials. 

° Several versions of the InCommon quiz, to meet your needs when running an 
InCommon session:

– InCommon Welcome Activity
– InCommon Bingo Card
– InCommon Mini-Quiz
– InCommon 10-Question Quiz
– InCommon 20-Question Quiz 

° Participant handouts, including a handout with further information for participants 
and an evaluation sheet for attendees.

In the toolkit resource file (available at incommon.org.nz/toolkit) you will also find:
• An InCommon PowerPoint (containing a short video on InCommon)
• InCommon Welcome Activity question JPEGs
• Further information for organisations
• Further information for individuals

For a broad audience, 
acknowledging that 
connections can be made 
in many ways and we 
all play a role in making 
others feel welcome.

InCommon is...

An opportunity for cross-cultural 
learning – participant to participant.

A celebration of the small acts of kindnesses and openness that make 
a big difference to our sense of belonging to place and community. 

A resource to build 
awareness and respect 
for the plurality of cultural, 
religious and spiritual 
practices (including those 
with no practices).
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5  Facilitator guide
Your intentions matter. Being genuinely open and willing to create a positive 
environment that encourages people to connect are key to facilitating a great 
session. 

What makes a great InCommon facilitator? Someone who...
– Is a confident communicator 
– Creates a positive and safe environment
– Values relationships and manaakitanga
– Demonstrates empathy
– Is experienced working with people from a range of diverse backgrounds
– Is aware of their own culture and prepared to have a conversation about it
– Doesn’t make assumptions about someone else’s culture or faith
– Respects confidentiality
– Ensures inappropriate comments are well managed

Things to think about before you start: 
• There is no right or wrong culture or religion.
• Acknowledging participants’ views, ensuring they feel heard and respected, 

promotes a sense of cultural safety.
• Who we are, how we think, feel and act is shaped by our history and the culture 

we grew up in. 
• In Aotearoa New Zealand people are free to practice any religion or faith, 

including no faith. 

Talking about culture and identity
Cultural difference can be challenging to members of the majority culture, arousing 
a range of feelings and responses. Majority cultural norms (things that most people 
regard as normal, typical or standard) are often taken for granted. For Pākeha, for 
example, some actions, behaviours and beliefs are assumed to be “right”, implying 
that anything different is “wrong.”

If you are facilitating an InCommon session with Pākehā participants, encourage 
reflection on how their views are not the only way to experience the world. 

The broad values of an ethnic community may change over time and may be 
influenced through adapting to a dominant culture and integration into New Zealand 
society.

Remember that diversity exists within ethnic communities, and that community 
members are individuals.

Make sure to emphasise that generic terms such as Christian, Muslim, Chinese, 
Māori, and Pākehā can encompass people with a diverse range of views, cultural 
experiences, religious practices, social backgrounds and personal histories.

When we feel safe, we are better able to share our thoughts and opinions, open ourselves up 
to connecting with others and have fun.

Doing this work requires humility and curiosity, you may not always get it right, but it’s important to 
be open to the experience of learning because connecting with others enriches everyone’s lives.
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FACILITATOR ROADMAP
A step-by-step guide to running your InCommon session.

BEFORE 

Things to think about before you start.

Q1  Why do you want to run an InCommon session? 

• Who are your participants? What do you think they need and/or want?
• What would you like participants to get out of their session?

Q2  Which InCommon quiz is right for your team or group?

• InCommon Welcome Activity: 

° This activity is the shortest version of the quiz, it could sit alone as a short 
activity or be run as an icebreaker at the start of a conference or longer 
training session. 

° Participants answer one question, which they write on a sticker, alongside 
their name, and wear as they mingle as a group.

° Would work well with a large group of people who are new to each other.

° Fun way to introduce yourself and prompt conversation between new people.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon Welcome Activity questions 
– InCommon Welcome Activity stickers

• InCommon Bingo: 

° A fun and active version of the quiz that encourages people to connect with 
more than one person. 

° Participants circle their answers to each six questions on their Bingo card, 
then move around the room and find a different person to match each of their 
answers – or not!

° Would work well with medium or large sized groups, where people are new to 
each other or know each other well.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon Bingo Card

• InCommon Mini-Quiz:

° This short quiz encourages people to pair up with someone new and connect 
over six questions. 

° The length of time this quiz takes depends on the level of conversation you 
encourage. You can always encourage people to find a second partner to 
complete the quiz with again if they finish early.

° Would work well with small – large sized groups, where people are new to 
each other or know each other well.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon Mini-Quiz sheet

continued on the next page
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• Incommon 10-question Quiz and 20-question Quiz
o Longer versions of the quiz that encourage people to pair up with someone 

new and connect over ten – twenty questions. 
o The length of time these quizzes take depends on the level of conversation 

you encourage. You can always encourage people to find a second partner 
to complete the quiz with again if they finish early.

o Would work well with small – large sized groups, where people are new to 
each other or know each other well.

o Check out these resources:
– InCommon 10-question Quiz sheet
– InCommon 20-question Quiz sheet

Q3  How much time do you have for your InCommon session? 

• 5 minutes – try the InCommon Welcome Activity or the Incommon  
Mini-Quiz. Two versions of the quiz containing one – five questions. 

• 15 – 30 minutes – try the InCommon Bingo activity or the InCommon 
10-question Quiz. Two versions of the quiz containing six – ten questions. 

• 1 hour – try the InCommon 20-question Quiz. A version of the quiz containing 
twenty questions. 

Q4  Will you check in with participants before your InCommon session  
and provide information about what they should expect?

• Yes? Try these resources:

° Use the Things to think about before you start prompts in Section 5: 
Faciltitaor Guide to help you start a conversation about your session.

° Use the InCommon Powerpoint to introduce your group to the InCommon 
mahi, available at: incommon.org.nz/toolkit.

Q5  How will you advertise your session and get people engaged? 

• Promote your upcoming session by 
posting hard copy and digital InCommon 
posters throughout your organisation 
and in your internal communications. 

• Try these resources: 

° InCommon posters 

° InCommon email signatures and 
social media tiles available for 
download at: incommon.org.nz/ 

Q6  Have you prepared your materials?

• InCommon Welcome Activity – the welcome activity is designed so  
that you can choose one (or more!) questions from the selection of JPEGs 
provided, these can be used in hard copy or as part of a PowerPoint. We 
recommend:

° Displaying a hard copy version of your InCommon Welcome Activity 
question where participants arrive/sign in, along with the InCommon 
Welcome Activity stickers and some pens.

° Displaying your Welcome Activity question on a large screen in an  
area where people will be mingling to prompt conversation. 

Tip:  
If possible, plan 
more time than you 
think is necessary 
so you can let the 
conversation flow.

Tip:  
Give participants 
different options for 
communicating their 
thoughts about the 
session with you, 
in case they do not 
feel comfortable 
bringing up their 
concerns in a group 
situation.

Tip:  
Consider providing 
kai so that people 
can continue to 
connect in a less 
structured way, 
following the quiz 
activity.

Reflection:  
How might you engage the hearts  
and minds of your participants in  
this kaupapa?
Will buy-in be a problem?
Have you offered participants 
the opportunity to ‘opt out’ if 
they’re uncomfortable about 
participating?

continued on the next page

Kaupapa –  
topic, policy, 
matter for 
discussion

Kai –  
food/meal
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• Incommon Mini-Quiz, Bingo, 10-question Quiz and 20-question Quiz – we 
recommend: 

° One printed bingo card or quiz sheet per person.

° One pen per person.

° One printed Beyond the Quiz – Participant Handout per person.

° One printed Participant Evaluation per person.

° A set of Incommon Lozenges (pink lozenge shaped signs capturing an 
abbreviated statement about the things we have in common). Lozenges are 
a fun way to wrap up your session, they provide a light-hearted and fun photo 
opportunity. The images can then be displayed to celebrate the outcomes of 
the session. Participants may also wish to share their images on their social 
accounts.  #incommonnz.

Notes:
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DURING 

Consider both the practical and the wellbeing needs of  
your participants during your InCommon session.

 Q7  How will you arrange the space?

• InCommon Welcome Activity and Bingo – Run the activity in an open space large 
enough for people to move around and interact with others quickly.

• InCommon Mini-Quiz – Ensure the space enables people to pair up quickly and 
stand or sit together.

• InCommon 10-question Quiz and 
20-question Quiz – Ensure the space 
enables pairs to break apart from others 
and sit together.

Q8  How will you welcome participants and start the InCommon session?

• InCommon Welcome Activity, Bingo and Mini-Quiz – Provide a quick introduction 
to the aims of your session and provide some resources for participants who 
would like to learn more.

° Try this resource: 
– InCommon Powerpoint

• InCommon 10-question Quiz and 20-question Quiz – Use the InCommon 
PowerPoint to support your introduction. Discuss how you can create a safe 
space for everyone, co-create some ground rules, refer to the Things to think 
about before you start and Talking about 
culture and identity prompts in  
Section 5: Faciltitaor Guide to prepare.

° Try this resource: 
–  InCommon Powerpoint: available 

at incommon.org.nz/toolkit

Q9  What will your InCommon session look like? 

• InCommon Welcome Activity: 

° Display one quiz question as participants arrive. 

° Ask participants to write their name and their answer to the question on an 
InCommon Welcome sticker.

° Allow participants to help themselves to a participant handout for more 
information about InCommon.

° As participants to mingle, ask them 
to take notice of the InCommon 
stickers others are wearing and start 
up a conversation based on the 
commonalities or differences in their 
answers.

° Let the conversation flow.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon Welcome Activity questions 
– InCommon Welcome Activity stickers
– Beyond the Quiz – Participant Handout

continued on the next page

Reflection:  
What would help participants feel 
comfortable and engaged?

Reflection:  
How might your participants react 
to the InCommon session?

Tip:  
Ground rules could 
include: 
• We are open 

to finding our 
similarities as well 
as exploring our 
differences. 

• We will respect 
what others 
choose to share.

• We are here to 
learn from each 
other.

Reflection:  
Have you prepared for how 
you will manage any difficult 
interactions?
What challenges might come up 
from your participants?
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• InCommon Bingo:

° Provide all participants with an InCommon Bingo card and pen.

° Participants circle answers to each of the 6 questions, then move around the 
room and find different people who match their answers – or not!

° Let the conversation flow.

° Allow participants to keep their InCommon Bingo cards as prompts for future 
conversations.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon Bingo Card
– Beyond the Quiz – Participant Handout

• InCommon Mini-Quiz:

° Provide each participant with a copy of the InCommon Mini-Quiz.

° Pair participants up.

° Let the conversation flow.

° Notice not only what is said, but what is not said (e.g. body language, voice, 
pauses) so that you can feed these back during the debrief following your 
session – if desired.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon Mini-Quiz sheet
– Beyond the Quiz – Participant Handout
– Participant Evaluation 

• InCommon 10-question Quiz and 20-question Quiz

° Provide each participant with a copy of the InCommon 10-question Quiz or 
20-question Quiz sheet. 

° Pair participants up. 

° Let the conversation flow. 

° Notice not only what is said, but what is not said (e.g. body language, voice, 
pauses) so that you can feed these back during the debrief following your 
session – if desired.

° Encourage participants to take photos with lozenges, these can be used for 
internal communications like newsletters.

° Check out these resources:
– InCommon 10-question Quiz sheet 
– InCommon 20-question Quiz sheet
– Lozenges
– Beyond the Quiz – Participant Handout
– Participant Evaluation 

Q10  How might you wrap up and debrief following the session? 

• Debrief following your session by feeding back some of what you noticed while 
people were engaging with the quiz, what was said and not said (e.g. body 
language, voice, pauses). 

• Ask participants to discuss:

° Something they’ve learned today

° One commitment they’d be willing to make to further their cultural learning

° A story about their culture, family tradition, or a cross cultural friendship and 
what they have in common with that friend

Tip:  
For groups where 
everyone knows 
each other well, 
suggest participants 
answer on behalf of 
their partner – a fun 
way of finding out 
how well you know 
each other!

continued on the next page
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• Choose a couple of questions and ask participants to share their answers 
(anonymously if they prefer), such as their favorite takeaways, ball sports, 
movie genre etc. Use this information to plan an event for your team/group, 
such as a shared lunch, sporting activity or movie night. You could also use 
this information to highlight commonalities in internal communications,  
e.g. Did you know 40% of us like horror movies, what about you? 

• Provide the participant handout for those who would like to learn more.
• Ask participants to fill in a participant evaulation and collect feedback. 
• Check out these resources:

° Beyond the Quiz – Participant Handout

° Participant Evaluation 

Tip:  
Act while people 
are inspired by 
this kaupapa and 
plan a second 
longer InCommon 
session, or to further 
develop cultural 
competency within 
your organisation 
through resources 
and trainings 
provided by another 
organisation. Check 
out the ‘Further 
Information for 
Organisations’ 
sheet available at: 
incommon.org.nz/
toolkit

Notes:
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AFTER 

Building on your InCommon session.

 Q11  How can your organisation/group continue your learning journey?

• If your team/group has completed the:

° InCommon Welcome Activity, Bingo or Mini-Quiz – would they be interested in 
a longer InCommon session?

– Try the InCommon 10-question Quiz or the 20-question Quiz.

° Incommon 10-question Quiz or 20-question Quiz – have you checked out 
the resource sheets Further information for individuals and Further 
information for organisations? Available at: incommon.org.nz/toolkit

Notes:
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Information about branded materials

8 A2 sized glossy posters featuring 
pairs of people representing different 
faiths and ethnicities

These can be displayed prior to your 
InCommon session.

  

Incommon lozenges (pink lozenge 
shaped signs capturing an abbreviated 
statement about the things we have in 
common)

Lozenges can be used to wrap up your 
InCommon session. They provide a light 
and fun photo opportunity for participants. 
The images can then be displayed within 
your space to celebrate the outcomes 
of the session. Participants may also 
wish to share their images on their social 
accounts. Hashtag #incommonnz

NAME:

ANSWER:

InCommon stickers

InCommon stickers can be used 
alongside the InCommon Welcome 
Activity. These enable participants to 
display their name and their answer to 
the welcome question. Alternatively blank 
stickers with a place to write participants 
name and their answer can be used.

APPENDIX

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon Welcome Activity

Like an icebreaker activity, the InCommon Welcome Activity is 
designed for the start of a conference or longer training session. 

Choose one, or more, of the following questions for your activity. You can display 
them within a PowerPoint or in hard copy. JPEG files of these questions are 
available for download along with the other quiz tools at incommon.org.nz/toolkit. 

Stickers are available with space for participant names and their answer to a 
welcome question, see Appendix: Information about branded materials.

Activity instructions:
• Write your name and your answer to the question on an InCommon 

Welcome sticker.
• While mingling with others, notice their InCommon stickers and start 

up a conversation based on the commonalities or differences with your 
answer.

If you had to choose, which of the following  
do you treasure most? 

• A sense of belonging
• Manaakitanga / caring for others
• Friendship
• Kaitiakitanga / caring for the environment

Where do you fit in your family?

• Oldest
• In the middle
• The youngest
• I’m an only child
• It’s complicated!

What do you look for most  
in a friend? 

• Humour
• Understanding
• Loyalty
• A good cook
• Someone to do stuff with
• Kindness

What is your preferred way 
of getting around?

• Walking • Driving
• Cycling • Flying
• Rolling • Other…
• Bussing

incommon.org.nz
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Where do you fit in your family?

• Oldest
• In the middle
• The youngest
• I’m an only child
• It’s complicated!

InCommon Welcome Activity

Activity instructions:
• Write your name and your answer to the question on an InCommon 

Welcome sticker.
• While mingling with others, notice their InCommon stickers and start 

up a conversation based on the commonalities or differences with your 
answer.

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon Welcome Activity

Activity instructions:
• Write your name and your answer to the question on an InCommon 

Welcome sticker.
• While mingling with others, notice their InCommon stickers and start 

up a conversation based on the commonalities or differences with your 
answer.

If you had to choose, which of the following  
do you treasure most? 

• A sense of belonging
• Manaakitanga / caring for others
• Friendship
• Kaitiakitanga / caring for the environment

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon Welcome Activity

Activity instructions:
• Write your name and your answer to the question on an InCommon 

Welcome sticker.
• While mingling with others, notice their InCommon stickers and start 

up a conversation based on the commonalities or differences with your 
answer.

What do you look for most  
in a friend? 

• Humour
• Understanding
• Loyalty
• A good cook
• Someone to do stuff with
• Kindness

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon Welcome Activity

Activity instructions:
• Write your name and your answer to the question on an InCommon 

Welcome sticker.
• While mingling with others, notice their InCommon stickers and start 

up a conversation based on the commonalities or differences with your 
answer.

What is your preferred way 
of getting around?

• Walking • Driving
• Cycling • Flying
• Rolling • Other…
• Bussing

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon BINGO Card

Activity instructions:
• One card per participant.
• Circle your answers to each of the questions on  

your card.
• Move around the room and find different people to 

discuss your answers with for as long as time allows.

Do you pray,  
or have a spiritual practice? 

Yes

No

I’m exploring

When exploring a new place do you…

Always use a map

Ask for directions if necessary

Like to get lost!

Do you believe in love at first sight?

Yes

No

Do you have friends who were born  
in a different country than you?

Yes

No

From the following, what is your 
favourite household chore?

 Dusting Washing the dishes

 Doing laundry All of the above!

 Vacuuming None of the above!

Would you rather watch, read or listen 
to something that makes you…

 Laugh Grateful

 Cry Hungry

 Think Scared

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon Mini-Quiz

Activity instructions:
• One quiz sheet per participant.
• Find a partner.
• Take turns answering each question, circle your 

answers.
• Enjoy yourself!

Would you prefer to sit down and ...
Watch a movie
Read a book
Do a puzzle
Craft something
Look at my phone
Catch up with friends or family

Have you ever visited a marae?
Yes
No
Not yet, but would love to

When exploring a new place do you… 
Always use a map
Ask for directions if necessary
Like to get lost!

Do you pray, or have  
a spiritual practice?

Yes
No
I’m exploring

When it comes to cooking… 
I’m my household’s Master Chef
I have my go to recipes
I’m a tip it out of a can or packet kind of cook
I prefer to do the washing up

Do you follow any family traditions?
Yes, they’re really important to me
I follow a few 
No

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon 10-question Quiz

Activity instructions:
One quiz sheet per participant • Find a partner • Take turns answering each question, circle your answers • Enjoy yourself!

10
Do you call Aotearoa New Zealand home?

Yes
No

It’s growing on me / 
I’m working on it

9
In your home do you take your shoes 
off at the door or leave them on?

On
Off

7
Have you ever stood up for 
the rights of others?

Yes
In hindsight, I wish I had
I mind my own business

5I’m my household’s Master Chef
I have my go to recipes
I’m a tip it out of a can or packet kind of cook
I prefer to do the washing up

When it comes to cooking…

6
What’s your favourite kind of movie?

Drama
Action/Adventure
Comedy
Thriller/Horror
Documentary

Anime 
Romance
Movies in a language 
different from my own
Movies aren’t my thing

4
Have you ever  
been op shopping?

Yes
No
Op what?

1Do you dance?

Only by myself
When I’m in the mood
Very poorly!
Every opportunity –  
I love a boogie
No thanks, it’s not  
something I do

2
Which of these ball  
sports is your favourite  
to watch or play?

Cricket Rugby 
Soccer Netball 
Mini-golf Basketball
Ki-o-rahi Volleyball
Sport isn’t my thing

3Humour
Understanding
Loyalty
A good cook
Someone to do stuff with
Kindness

What do you look 
for most in a friend?

8

If you had to choose, which of the 
following do you treasure most?

A sense of belonging
Manaakitanga / caring for others
Friendship
Kaitiakitanga / caring for the 
environment

incommon.org.nz
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InCommon 20-question Quiz

Activity instructions:
One quiz sheet per participant • Find a partner • Take turns answering each question, circle your answers • Enjoy yourself!

1 From the following, what’s 
your favourite takeaway?

 Fish ‘n’ Chips
 Thai 
 Souvlaki
 Indian
 Fried Chicken
 Sushi
 Mexican 
 No need for takeaway, I’m a 

great home cook!

2 Do you believe in aliens, 
vampires, ghosts, zombies, 
or hobbits?

 None of the above
 One of the above
 Some of the above
 All of the above

3 Do you believe in love at first 
sight?

 Yes
 No

4 Do you know your life 
purpose?

 Nope
 I’m still figuring it out
 It’s in the hands of a higher 

power
 Absolutely

5 Do you have friends who 
were born in a different 
country than you? 

 Yes
 No

6 What’s your favourite kind  
of movie?

 Drama
 Action/ Adventure
 Comedy
 Thriller/ Horror
 Documentary
 Anime 
 Romance
 Movies in a language different 

from my own
 Movies aren’t my thing

7 From the following, what  
have you participated in or 
would like to try? You can 
choose more than one option. 

 Kapa Haka 
 Siva Samoa
 Bollywood dance
 Band
 Choir
 Orchestra
 Karaoke 
 Not really my thing

8 Apple or Android?
 Apple all the way
 Android all the way
 I like to mix it up
 I have no idea what you’re 

talking about

9 Have you ever visited a 
marae? 

 Yes
 No
 Not yet, but would love to

10 Which of these ball sports 
is your favourite to watch or 
play? 

 Cricket 
 Soccer 
 Mini-golf
 Ki-o-rahi
 Rugby
 Netball
 Basketball
 Volleyball
 Sport isn’t my thing

11 Do you say hi to strangers? 

 All the time
 Sometimes
 If our eyes meet
 If they say hi first
 Way too awkward!

12 Do you have any random 
skills/talents?

 Yes
 No
 If I do, they are very hidden!

13 Do you pray, or have a 
spiritual practice? 

 Yes
 No
 I’m exploring

continued on the next page
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14 Do you dance?

 Only by myself
 When I’m in the mood
 Very poorly!
 Every opportunity – I love  

a boogie
 No thanks, it’s not something  

I do

15 What do you look for most 
in a friend? 

 Humour
 Understanding
 Loyalty
 A good cook
 Someone to do stuff with
 Kindness

16 Have you ever been op 
shopping? 

 Yes
 No
 Op what?

17 In your home do you take 
your shoes off at the door 
or leave them on?

 On
 Off

18 Have you ever stood up for 
the rights of others? 

 Yes
 I mind my own business
 In hindsight, I wish I had

19 If you had to choose, which 
of the following do you 
treasure most? 

 A sense of belonging
 Manaakitanga / caring for 

others
 Friendship
 Kaitiakitanga / caring for the 

environment

20 Do you call Aotearoa New 
Zealand home?

 Yes
 No
 It’s growing on me / I’m 

working on it

InCommon 20-question Quiz 
continued from the previous page
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The InCommon Quiz is designed to give you confidence and an opportunity to 
connect with others. We don’t know what you’ll find in common, but research 
tells us positive human connections greatly impacts wellbeing and increases 
your lifespan and sense of contentment. Connection benefits more than just the 
individual - well-connected workplaces and communities are thriving workplaces 
and communities, resulting in less crime, less discrimination, and less racism. 

Feel free to use the quiz questions you practised today as a fun way to go a little 
deeper when connecting with others – whether that’s with a new family at your kid’s 
school or the person next to you in the queue at the supermarket. 

Simple tips for connecting 

Be curious Try new things. Food, dance, cultural events, learning new 
hobbies or joining a sports team can be hugely beneficial for 
your wellbeing and a great opportunity to find out what you 
have in common with others. Join us on social media, we love 
to promote cross-cultural events. 

Be inclusive If you are involved in a group at work, school or in your 
community, encourage participation from everyone, especially 
if you notice a range of diverse views aren’t offered. Sometimes 
individuals don’t want to share, or be in the limelight and that is 
OK, but it makes a difference to ask for and include the voices, 
thoughts and opinions of everyone. 

Be brave You will probably make mistakes at some point. That happens. 
Don’t let the fear of making mistakes keep you from building 
new relationships. If you say or do something that is insensitive, 
you can learn something from it. Ask the affected person what 
bothered or offended them, apologise, and keep connecting. 

Be an ally Demonstrate that you are willing to take a stand against racism 
or discrimination when it occurs. Being an ally is a powerful way 
to show manaakitanga, kindness and build connection. If you 
belong to the majority culture, promote the voices less heard.

What to do if you are witnessing or experiencing racism online
For incidents of racial abuse in the community, dial 105 or visit police.govt.nz Police 
Non-Emergency Reporting. Remember that your physical safety is important, so 
only call if it is safe to do so. If you witness a situation in which you see harm or it is 
threatened call 111.

In addition, you can raise a complaint with the New Zealand Human Rights 
Commission. Go to their website hrc.co.nz for more information or call their Infoline 
toll free 0800 496 877.

You can report any incidents of racism online at netsafe.org.nz and read more on 
race-based online abuse. 

continued on the next page
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Sometimes the hardest part is knowing where to start. Remember intention matters. 
Be genuinely open and willing to share a little about yourself will help build trust and 
connection.

For conversation starters, podcast/movie ideas and more great tips and links to 
other resources see the ‘Getting started’ or the ‘Toolkit’ pages of our website at 
incommon.org.nz

Feeling a little unsettled? Ways to reach out for support

There are many free resources to support your mental health and wellbeing. 

• 1737 – Free call or text 1737 any time for support from a trained counsellor. 

• Lifeline – 0800 543 354 or free text 4357 (HELP)

• Youthline – 0800 376 633 or free text 234

• Samaritans – 0800 726 666

• Rural Support Trust – 0800 787 254

• The Low Down – thelowdown.co.nz or free text 5626

• Mental Health Foundation – mentalhealth.org.nz 

• Getting Through Together – allright.org.nz

It’s really important to us that you had fun, felt safe to share and learned 
something new. We welcome your feedback – if you have any comments, 
questions or feedback please get in touch at kiaora@incommon.org.nz. 

Follow us on social media: 

 @incommonnz       in_common_nz

incommon.org.nz
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Thank you for attending an InCommon session. We’d love to know what you learnt 
today and how you might use this new knowledge. If you’re happy for us to capture 
your feedback, please answer the following questions. This will take approximately 
2 minutes. Your responses are anonymous.

1 What did you like about the InCommon session? 

2 Did you learn anything new?      Yes      No 

 If yes, what is one thing you learnt? 

3 Are you intending to do something different because of the session? 

  Yes      No

 If yes, what are you intending to do?

If you would like to keep in touch with InCommon please join our mailing list at 
incommon.org.nz to receive our newsletter, email us at kiaora@incommon.org.nz 
or follow us on social media:   @incommonnz and  in_common_nz

incommon.org.nz
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